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Summary 

A selection theory designed to accommodate interactions among genotypes is 

presented. This involves defining unordered groups of genotypes among which inter

actions may occur, and describing populations of groups generated as combinatorial 

products of base populations. Gene models are developed which consist not only 

of direct contributions of the genotypes they represent but also of associate effects 

from other genotypes in the group. 

With the use of group theory procedures, consequences of individual and 

group selection are investigated. It is found that individual selection is unbalanced 

in the sense that positive selection can result in a negative response of the population 

mean. On the other hand, it is demonstrated that group selection is balanced and as 

such invariably leads to desirable results. Thus positive group selection always 

produces non-negative responses, and continued selection results in a realization 

of the maximum potential of the population. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Selection theory deals with changes in population structure due to differential 

reproduction of genotypes that constitute the population. Past developments in 

the theory have dealt with the consequences arising from extension of the gene 

model to accommodate almost any known transmissional genetic phenomenon. 

However, these developments have taken place within the framework of a single 

population in which genotypes do not interact. 

In the present series of studies an attempt is made to take into consideration 

possible interactions among genotypes. If interactions are to be considered, the 

conceptual biological model used in development of the selection theory must be 

extended in two ways. First, groups of interacting genotypes must be defined and 

the population of such groups described. Second, the usual gene model for a given 

genotype must be extended to include not only direct effects of its own genes, but 

also associate contributions from other genotypes in the group. The objective, then, 

is to determine the consequences of selection operating on this more complicated, 

but at the same time more realistic, biological model of the real world. 

Since this is the first paper in a series dealing with selection as it pertains to 

groups of interacting individuals, it is worth while to outline some of the problems 

that can be attacked by group theory approach. These range from the simplest 

problems having to do with competition within a single species to much more complex 

problems of interspecific dynamics when two or more species are involved. 
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As an example of one of the simplest, but as yet unsolved, problems involving 

a single species, consider the practical situation of breeding for increased yield of a 

densely planted crop. The greater the planting density the greater is the competition 

among plants for limited environmental space (nutrients, water, and light). A 

common manifestation of such competition is that the same genotype has different 

expressions in populations having different genotypic structures, e.g. in populations 

of mixed genotypes as contrasted with populations of pure stands. Obviously this 

leads to a plant-breeding dilemma since selection necessarily operates on a mixed 

population but has as a goal the production of the highest yielding pure stand. 

An elegant analysis of this type of problem was made by Wiebe, Petr, and 

Stevens (1963) in their study of interactions among certain barley genotypes. 

Results of this analysis caused the authors to draw the following disturbing 

conclusions: 

"Significant reversals in relative yield were found to exist in comparisons between the 

same genotype, VV or vv, when grown in pure stand and in an advanced generation, 

thus indicating that the poorest plants should be saved from an advanced hybrid popu

lation rather than the good ones when yield is the criterion for selection. If this phenomenon 

has a degree of universality, then it may explain why breeding for increased yield has 

progressed so slowly." 

The problem of responses varying in accordance with the genetic milieu is of 

immense importance, particularly in the breeding of small-grained cereals. This 

difficulty has undoubtedly been the reason why past selection results have been 

unpredictable and why breeding of small-grained crops has had the reputation of 

being an "art" rather than a scientific procedure for which definite rules could be 

formulated. 

Another plant breeding problem at a higher level of complexity, but one which 

still involves only one basic species, is that of breeding for high yields of simple 

and complex mixtures. Studies of Suneson (1956) and Allard (1961) have caused a 

resurgence of interest in this form of breeding, particularly for self-fertilized crops. 

It has been repeatedly shown that mixtures exhibit greater phenotypic stability 

than components taken separately [see Simmonds (1962) for review]. It has also been 

suggested that use of mixtures may provide the answer to long-term adaptability to 

disease problems. However, for economical utilization of mixtures, the main task 

is to develop selection procedures which will integrate component parts of the 

mixture in such a way as to maximize the potential of the environmental space. 

This is a problem for which previously developed selection theory is inadequate. 

It requires a new approach based on interacting groups of genotypes. 

Still considering a single species, the possibility exists of studying interactions 

among group elements which are not associated at random. An important example 

of this class of problems is that in which the group members are relatives. Group 

theory, then, provides the basis for a broad attack on problems due to interactions 

among relatives. This is a subject of considerable interest to animal breeders. 

As Hamilton (1964) has pointed out, a consideration of the interactions of relatives 

is also important in understanding the evolution of social behaviour. 
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Turning very briefly, now, to problems which encompass more than one 

species, it is hoped that the group theory approach will be of some assistance in 

analysis of the dynamics of a closely integrated system of interacting species, whether 

or not interactions are of a competitive or symbiotic nature. An example concerning 

artificial selection primarily is that of pasture breeding in which it is necessary to develop 

simple and complex mixtures of different species. In this case the basic problem 

is one of utilizing the symbiotic potential inherent in grass-legume combinations. 

A more esoteric study, involving natural selection only, is that devoted to 

elucidation of processes which contribute to the ascent, decline, and final extinction 

of a species. This is a problem which must be studied within a framework of an 

interacting system of species. According to Lewontin (1965) it is one which has not 

received sufficient attention. 

Finally, an interesting example involving both natural and artificial selection 

is that of the sometimes spectacular evolution of weeds in association with the 

development of crop plants. This evolution results as an interplay of natural and 

artificial selection operating on components of the crop-weed complex. 

In all of these areas the group approach should prove useful in representing 

complicated biological situations more realistically, that is, in extending consider

ation from that of non-interacting individuals to that of groups containing individuals 

which may interact. By so doing, it is hoped to clarify some of the general problems 

of selection theory. In the more specific area of plant and animal breeding, the 

aim will be to identify selection procedures which will ensure that genetic change 

is in the most desirable direction and that continued selection will culminate in 

production of a population with the highest possible potential. 

II. CONSEQUENCES OF SELECTION WITH REGARD TO UNORDERED GROUPS 

The subject matter of this first paper in the series concerns consequences of 

selection applied to the simplest kind of group, e.g. the unordered group whose 

members are randomly associated. The term "unordered" is used to indicate that 

different spatial configurations of individuals within a group in no way alter their 

genotypic values. 

The following sections are concerned with construction of conceptual populations 

of groups varying in size from one and two members to an arbitrary number of 

members. Parameters in terms of a gene model and its associated variances are 

defined and consequences of various forms of selection are considered. 

The theoretical analyses deal with an arbitrary number of alleles at a single 

autosomal locus. However, with groups of n individuals a complete description of 

the genetic situation generated by this single locus as it occurs among all members 

of the group requires an n-Iocus model. With regard to this model a separate arbitrary 

system of dominance parameters is assumed for direct and associate effects. Also 

separate arbitrary systems of epistatic effects are assumed for direct-associate and 

for associate-associate combinations of genotypes. With such a model the interesting 

situation occurs that the same allele may interact with itself as expressed in 

different individuals! 
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(a) Groups of Size One 

Analysis of groups of size one are included in order to facilitate comparisons 

of past selection theory which ignores interactions among genotypes with that 

to be developed. 

(i) Population Parameters 

The conceptual population of groups of size one is identical to the genotypic 

array for the base population, i.e. 

~ PiPj(AIA j ). 

i,j 

Let the genotypic value of AIAj, measured as a deviation from the population 

mean, be diJ. This genotypic value is represented by the usual gene model 

where 

and 

dij = al+aj+Djj, 

at = ~ pAj = additive effect of the allele A j , 

j 

Dli = dli-at-aj = dominance effect which is defined to be the inter

action between alleles Ai and A j . 

The total genotypic variance may be partitioned as 

where 
a~ = a~+a~, 

a~ = ~ PiPj(dlj )2 = total genotypic variance, 
i,j 

~ = 2 ~ PI( a,)2 = additive· variance, and 
i 

a~ = ~ PIPj(Dij )2 = dominance variance. 
i,j 

(ii) Consequences of Individual Selection 

Consequences ofindividual selection in a population of non-interacting genotypes 

are well known. Hence only pertinent results are listed. 

(1) The selective value of AIAj is 

Wij = 1 + (i!a)lnd.dlj, 

where i = standardized selection differential which is assumed to have a positive 

value, and a = phenotypic standard deviation, and the subscript "ind." is used 

to indicate that i and a relate to individual observations. 

(2) The increment change in the frequency of AI is 

f1PI = (i!a)lnd.ai· 

(3) The increment change in the population mean due to one cycle of selection is 

f1fL = (i!a)ind.a~. 
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Since !ilk is a function of quantities which are all non-negative, selection continuously 

increases the population mean until the maximum value is attained. 

(b) Groups of Size Two 

(i) Population Parameters 

Groups consisting of two genotypes are represented as the couplet (Ai,A", 

Ai,A i ,). A population of such groups can be obtained as the two-way combinatorial 

product involving the genotypic array of the base population, i.e. 

[~ PiPi(AjAi )] X [~PiPi(AiAi)] = ~ Pi,PJ,Pi,pi,(At,AJ" Ai,Ai.)· 
iJj i.j 

Because of the unordered property, groups having the same elements, 

regardless of order, are identical. Thus only one array of genotypic values needs 

to be considered. 

The genotypic value of A;,Aj, as expressed in the group (Ai,AJ,' Ai,Ai,) is 

denoted as i,j,di,i, and coded so that 

~ PI,P}'PI,Pi,(id,di,j,) = O. 

Subscripts in front of the genotypic symbol 'd' indicate the genetic constitution of 

the individual itself, whereas subscripts following 'd' indicate the genetic constitution 

of the associated genotype in the group. 

It is clear that the usual gene model, as given in the section for groups of 

size one, must be extended to describe not only direct effects due to genes specified 

by the genotype under consideration but also associate gene effects contributed by 

the other member of the group. Use of such an extended model, then, permits the 

accommodation of interactions between the two members of the group. 

Although only alleles at one locus are considered, the genotypic value of 

f,JA", is best described with a two-locus model as follows: 

where 

I,},di,j, = aai, + aai. + a8i,j, + aai, + aai, + a8i,j, 

+da(aa);,i, +da(aa);,j, +da(aa)i,i, +da(aa)fti, 

+da(a8)I,I,j, +da(a8)i,i,j, +da(8a)i,j,i. +da(8a)i,itJ. 

+da(88)l,ftI,J,' 

dai, = i.d .. = ~ P1tPj,Pf,(I,},d j,j,) 

= direct additive effect of allele Ai" 

a8id, = hit d .. - aai, - daft 

= direct dominance effect of AiIA", 

aai. = .. dl ,. = ~ Pi,P1tPj,(ld,di,j,) 

= associate additive effect of Ai, as measured on AIIA/" 

a8i1jll == . . diSj2 - aail - aUj, 

= associate dominance effect of Ai,A j, as measured on 

Ai,A", 
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da(aa)hi:& == h·di2·-dUh-aUi2 

= additive X additive interaction effect between direct 

allele At, and associate allele Ai" 

da(aS)ht2i2 == h·diaia -duh -aaia -au12 -aOizi2 -da(aa)hi2 -da(aa)hh 

= additive X dominance interaction effect between direct 

allele At, and associate genotype Ai,Ai" 

cla((3u)t,fti. = i,J.dt,. -dut, -dUJ. -iitd,-aut, -aa(UU)ili, -aa(UU)fti, 

= dominance x additive interaction effect between direct 

genotype At,Al. and associate allele At" and 

da((38)hJ.t,f, = hJ.dt,}, -aUh -aUJ. -a8hl. -aUi, -aU}, -a8i,}, 

-aa(UU)hi, -aa(UU)hi, -aa(UU)l.i' -aa(UU)Jd. -aa(u8)t,t.J. 

- aa( U8)l.i,}, - aa(8U)i,l.i, - aa(8U);.id. 

= dominance X dominance interaction effect between 

direct genotype AI,Ai, and associate genotype AliA, •. 

The total genotypic variance for h}.dt,i, may be partitioned symbolically as 

where 

ai\, = da~ + aa~ + aai + aa1 + aaa~A + aaa~D + aaa~A + aaa~D' 

ai\, = ~ PhPJ.Pt,p},kl.dl,i,)2, 

cl~ = 2 ~ Ph(aUiY, 

aa~ = ~ P;'PJ.(a8iJiY' 

aa~ = 2 ~ Pi,(aUi,)2, 

aa~ = ~ PI,Pf,(a8i,j,)2, 

daa~A = 4 ~ PhPt,[aa(UU);.i,J2, 

claa~D = 2 ~ Pi,Pt,Pi'[cla(u8);.t,f,J2, 

cla~A = 2 ~ PhPftPI,[aa(8u);.hl,J2, 

claa~D = ~ Pt,Pl.Pi,Pi,[aa(88)i,i,i,J,J2. 

The gene model and genotypic variance components for i,i,d;'lJ are obtained 

from those given above for hl.did, by the interchange of subscripts i1 ~ i2 and 

jl ~j2· 

For prediction purposes, the following covariance between direct and associate 

effects must be defined: 

(aaW A = 2 ~ Ph (cluh)(aUIJ 

(ii) Oonsequences of Individual Selection 

The selection value for At,Al. when summed over all groups is 

Wi,l. = 1 + (i/a)lnd.(ldld .. ). 
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The expected gametic array produced by AI,AJ, is l(At,+AJ,). Therefore, 

the expected gametic array from all selected individuals is 

t ~ PhP" wlti,(A" +AJ,) 

which equals 

where 
~ p},(At,), 

p}, = pt,[l + (i/ultnd. (dah)]. 

Hence the new group population mea.n is 

ILl = ~ p},p},P},P},[t(hitdf,J; +i,J,dt,it)]' 

or more simply 

ILl = ~ p},p},p},p}'(tti,dt,J,) 

c::: ~ Pt,PJ,Pt,PJ.{l + (i/U)lnd,[(dat, +dait) +Clat. +daJ.)]}(I,J,dl,J,) 

= (i/U)lnd.{d~+(da)UA}· 

Since the original group population mean was coded to equal zero, the above value 

represents the increment change in mean due to one cycle of individual selection. 

The important way in which this result differs from that obtained for groups 

of size one, is that when interactions among genotypes are taken into consideration 

the increment change is no longer a function of quantities that are necessarily 

non-negative. That is to say, if direct and associate effects for most genes are 

negat,ively related, the covariance (da)U A can be negative. Under the situation in 

which both members of the group are competing for the same environmental space, 

it is logical to assume that such a negative relationship often exists. Thus a gene 

which yields a positive direct advantage for the genotype containing it would 

tend to yield a negative associate stimulus to the competing member of the group. 

If the covariance, (da)U A, is negative and its a bsolute value is greater than that 

of dU!, the very interesting situation occurs in which selection for individuals with 

greatest genotypic values results in a decrease of the progeny mean. Furthermore, 

since the increment change in group mean can be negative, continued positive 

selection can result in a final population mean which is different from its maximum 

potential value. These results are contrary to those obtained earlier for the situation 

in which associate effects are ignored (i.e. for groups of size one). 

The suggestion may be made that selection for "general mixing ability" can 

solve the dilemma. In this case those genotypes which have highest yield when 

grown in association with all other genotypes have greatest selection values. However, 

again these selection values are a function of only direct gene effects and the results 

are similar to those of individual selection. 

The question naturally arises, can a selection procedure be specified which 

ensures that positive selection will not lead to a deterioration of the population 

structure. More exactly, is it possible to develop selection procedures in which 

positive selection pressure invariably results in a non-negative increment change 
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in the mean, irrespective of the genetic relationship between direct and associate 

additive effects1 The answer is unquestionably yes. In fact there are various selection 

procedures available, the most obvious of which is discussed in the next section. 

Other methods will be presented in subsequent papers of the series. 

(iii) Oonsequences of Group Selection 

This section considers consequences of selection based on group rather than 

individual performance. That is to say, the entire group is accepted or rejected on 

the basis of the average group mean. In this case, the selection value for (AhA", 

AIIAi,) is 

Whh,lai. = I +(i/a)gr,[Hh"dloi• +I,i,dhi,)], 

where the subscript "gr." indicates that i and a relate to group means. 

Since the expected gametic array from such a group is!(Af,+Ai,+AI,+Ai,), 

the total expected gametic array following selection is 

i ~ PhP"PI,Pi,(Whf.,I,i.)(Ah +A" +A,. +Ai,) 
which equals 

~ p},(A,,), 

where 

p}, = PI,[l +(i/a)gr'!(aat, +aat,)]. 

Hence the increment change in group mean is 

~p. = ~ p},p},p}'p}.[-!(Iti,dl,i, +I,f,dt,f')] 

= i(i/a)gr,[d~ +2(da)a A + aa~]. 
It is perhaps more obvious that this increment cannot be negative, irrespective 

of the relationships existing between direct and associate additive effects, when it is 

recast as the following sum of squares: 

~p. = (i/a)gr,[~ Plk(dalk +aalk)2]. 

This result demonstrates that transferring selection from an individual to a 

group basis automatically ensures that the population mean will not decrease due 

to positive selection. 

(iv) Numerical Example 

It is worth while to illustrate the points made concerning individual and 

group selection with a numerical example. For simplicity consider two equally 

frequent alleles which combine to give genotypes having the following values: 

In this case, 

ndn = -2 

udn = -2 

"dn = -6 

du1 = 2 

dot = 

ndu = 0 

udn = 0 

"du = -4 

(d"jUA = -4 

(d,,)UD = -1 

nd'2 = 6 

udn = 6 

"d" = 2 

"a1 = 8 

"ut = 1 
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The unselected population mean for groups of size two is zero. The increment 

change in the frequency of Al after one cycle of positive selection based on individual 

merit is 

6.Pl = t(i/a)1nd., 

and the increment change in the population mean is negative, i.e. 

6.1-' = -2(i/a)lnd.· 

It can be shown that continued individual selection results in the fixation of 

the allele Al and hence the population mean steadily decreases from zero to the 

final value t(ndn +ndn) which equals -2. This result is the worst of the two 

possible conditions of gene fixation. 

On the other hand, group selection results in a negative increment change 

in the frequency of A l , i.e. 

6.Pl = -!(i/a)gr.· 

The increment change in the population mean is positive, i.e. 

6.1-' = (i/a)gr.U2+2( -4)+8] 

= (i/a)gr. 

>0. 

Continued group selection results in fixation of A 2, and, hence, the population 

becomes homogeneous for groups of the constitution (A2A2' A 2A 2), with mean 

t(22d2Z+22d22), which equals 2. This represents the maximum potential for the 

random-mating population. 

(c) Groups of Size n 

(i) Population Parameters 

The population of groups of size n is obtained from the noway combinatorial 

product involving the base population genotypic array as follows: 

~ PiPj(AIA j)] X [~ PIPi(AjAi)] X ... X [~ PIPj(AIAI)] 

= ~ PhP" ... PlnPln(AI,Ait, AI.AI., ... , AI .. A I,,)· 

The genotypic value of Ai,Ait, as expressed in the n-tuple designated above, 

is denoted as I,j,df,l .. .... Inl .. and coded so that 

~ PI,PI, ... PI .. PI,,(ld,dl•i •• ...• 1,,1 .. ) = O. 

This value may be represented as an extenSion of the model for groups of 

size two, i.e. 

I,I,dl•I •.•.. . 1,,1 .. = aal,+aal,+ac'5ld,+aal.+aal.+ac'5isJ.+ ..• 

+aal"+aai .. +ac'5I ,,I .. +aa(aa)I,I.+ •••. 
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The entire model can be generated by expanding the product 

(1 + dO-t , +daj, +d0t,i,)II(1 +aO-tk +aaJk +a01kik) 

where in the expanded form, 

(1) put the term "1" equal to zero, 

(2) let 1· (dal,) = dal" 1· (aal k ) = aalk , and 

(3) let (dat,)(aal,) = da(aa)t,l., (aal,)(aOI,i.) = aa(ao)I,I,J,' etc. 

The total genotypic variance for t,,,dl•1 ...... 1,,1,. may be partitioned in a manner 

which extends naturally from that in groups of size two, i.e. 

O"~ = dO"~+dO"b+(n-l)(aO"~+daO";IA+aaO"bA) 

+(n-l)(aab+daO"~D+<laabD)+ ... 

(n-l)! [ 
+ ". )'(k )'(n k k 1)' a--a~-A D-D+<la--a~A-A D-D 

'A· D' - A - D - • ---..- -.....-.- ---- -....- -..--....-
kA+kD kA kD kA+kD kA kD 

+<la--aO"bA--A D--D] + ... , 
W-kn kA"' lCn'"' 

where kA = number of A subscripts in the variance component notation due to 

associate effects, 

kD = number of D subscripts in the variance component notation due to 

associa.te effects, and 

n = number of individuals in the group. 

Va.lues of kA and kD can each range from zero to n-l, subject to the condition that 

their sum must not exceed n-l. 

The entire model can be obtained by expanding the product 

(1 +a~+<lab)(1 +a~ +aO"b)"-l, 

where in the expansion 

(1) put the term "1" equal to zero, 

(2) let (<I~)(aO"~) = da~A' and 

(3) (a~)(aab) . .. (a~) = a-a~D-A' etc. 
"-- .."" ---- "'--

- t t 
t tenus 
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(ii) Consequences of Individual Selection 

The selection value for A!,Ait when summed over all groups is 

Witi, = l+(ija)lnd.(i,itd .. ,-, .. ). 

The expected gametic array from selected individuals is ~ pt,(AI,), where 

pt, = Pi,[l+(ijahnd.(dal,)]' 

Hence the new group population mean is 

(Ll = ~ p},p}, ... P}"P}n(l,iA.i., ... , tnt,,) 

= (ija)lnd.[da~ +(n-l)(da)aA], 

which may be recast as 

(ija)ind.{2 ~ Pi, (dai,)[dai, +(n-l)aait])· 

The critical elements to be considered in this sum of cross-products are those 

represented by 

[dai, +(n-l)aaIJ· 

With groups of size one, the associate effect aa!, disappears and the sum of 

cross-products becomes a sum of squares. This implies that the increment change 

in mean is non-negative and positive selection results in positive advance of the 

population mean. 

It appears from the above formulation that as n increases associate effects 

may take on an increasingly dominant role in determining consequences of selection. 

For example, with groups of size two the increment change in population mean 

due to individual selection is 

t:..(L = (ija)ind.{da~ +(daJU A}, 

which for two alleles at the locus, can be recast as 

t:..(L = (ijahnd.{2(Pljp2)(dal)(dal +aal )}. 

Hence for t:..(L to be negative, aal must be of opposite sign to that of dal and of greater 

absolute magnitude, i.e. 

iaali > idali· 

With groups of size n, assuming two alleles at the locus, the increment change in 

population mean due to individual selection can be given in the same symbols as 

t:..(L = (ijahnd.{2(Pljp2)(dal)[dal +(n-l)aal])' 

where, for t:..(L<O, aal must be of opposite sign to that of aal but, in this instance, the 

magnitude of aal need only be greater than Ij(n-l) times that of da!> i.e. 

iaali > n~lldall· 
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This implies that even for weakly competitive conditions a negative response to 

positive individual selection can occur. 

In these arguments it must be understood that additive effects in groups of 

a given size need not be identical to those in groups of a different size. However, 

it is clear that as the number of effective members in the group increases, the range 

of possibilities increases in which a negative response to direct selection can occur. 

(iii) Oonsequences of Group Selection 

The selection value for the group (AhAJ.' AI.A i ., ... , Ai"A i ,,) is 

WI,i" ...• Int" = 1 +(ija)gr·[(ljn)(hhdl,i •. ...• I";,, + ... +lni"dhJ. ..... in-.i1l-')]. 

The gametic array from selected· individuals is ~ p},(AI,), where 

p}, = pt,{l+(ija)gr.(ljn)['tat,+(n-l)aat,]}. 

The population mean is then 

11-1 = (ljn)(ija)gr.{aa~+2(n-l)(aa)aA+(n-l)2aa~}. 

This expression can be recast as a sum of squares as follows: 

11-1 = (ljn)(ija)gr.{2 ~ PI,[a(t;, +(n-l)aal,]2}, 

which demonstrates that it is a non-negative quantity. Thus, irrespective of the 

effective group size, non-negative genetic advance can be ensured by transferring 

the basis of selection from that of the individual to that of the group. 

III. DISCUSSION 

In the most general terms, a study of the consequences of selection as it pertains 

to interacting genotypes requires a consideration of two populations of groups. 

That is to say, it is necessary to define not only the population of groups on which 

selection operates but also the population on which the effects of selection are to 

be measured. In the main part of this study these two populations are assumed to 

be the same, but clearly this need not be the case. The reason for the importance 

of distinguishing between the two populations is that the total effect of selection 

is measured as a sum of cross-products between certain effects of the gene model 

associated with the population in which selection takes place and the effects associated 

with the population used for evaluation. It has been shown that the most desirable 

selection procedures are those that convert this sum of cross-products, which can be 

negative, to a sum of squares, which, of course, cannot be negative. 

In the present study it was demonstrated that among the classes of effects in 

the gene model (additive, dominance, and epistatic) only additive effects contribute 

to selection response. Hence the question as to whether or not a given selection 

procedure invariably produces desirable results depends on similarity of the additive 

component of the gene models for the populations on which selection operates and, is 

evaluated. If selection utilizes and is evaluated with exactly the same additive 

model, the sum of cross-products becomes a sum of squares and the change in mean 

cannot be negative. Continuation of this balanced selection procedure results in the 

most desirable final population. 
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It is clear that if group selection operates on and is evaluated using the same 

population, it satisfies the necessary requirements for balance. This is true because 

group selection operates on both direct and associate components and hence on the 

same total model as that with which it is evaluated. On the other hand, even if 

individual selection operates on and is evaluated using the same population, it 

cannot satisfy these requirements. This is true because it operates on only the direct 

additive effects and is evaluated with direct and associate effects; hence it is an 

unbalanced selection procedure. Likewise, a selection method which utilizes only 

the associate additive component cannot be a balanced precedure. More importantly, 

the same argument holds for situations in which selection of any sort operates on 

groups of a given size and is evaluated for groups of a different size. For example, 

in pasture breeding there is no guarantee that positive selection among spaced plants 

will not elicit a negative response when evaluated under sward conditions. 

Although it is not entirely appropriate to apply the unordered group model 

to the barley studies of Wiebe, Petr, and Stevens (1963), it is sufficiently accurate 

to describe the basic problem in which a given genotype may express different values 

when placed in groups of different genotypes. The numerical example given earlier 

was constructed to illustrate this phenomenon. Hence, as with the barley studies, 

positive selection in the numerical example results in a negative response, and 

conversely, selection of the poorest genotypes results in an increase of the population 

mean. This pattern of response is basically due to the fact that a negative relationship 

between direct and associate effects was built into the example. However, in the real 

world such negative relationships need not always exist and knowledge as to whether 

or not they do exist is seldom available. Hence, even in strongly competitive 

situations, negative individual selection cannot be seriously recommended as a suitable 

procedure. 

A solution to the dilemma is given in this study. It consists of developing a 

theory which accommodates the phenomenon in question and then with the help of 

this theory identifying those selection procedures which ensure non-negative 

responses in the population mean. It is shown in the present study that group selection 

satisfies the necessary requirements. In subsequent papers, other more specialized 

selection methods will be discussed which also invariably satisfy the requirements 

and which may be more efficient than group selection. 
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